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This is the last week for summer shares. If you do not receive a message from me next 
Thursday, that means that you did not sign up for fall. We often have a person who 
keeps coming and that makes the first day of fall shares a bit confusing. 

Potomac Vegetable Farms is having a farm open house at the Purcellville farm next 
Saturday, Sept. 28th at 3:30. Meet at their farmstand. Light refreshments to follow. Bring 
a snack to share.  All are welcome, bring friends and family! 

We continue to ricochet between summer and fall weather, but the trend is clear.  It is 
nearly autumn.  The folks out on the Purcellville farm have been picking winter squash 
and we are washing it and letting it cure for a bit.  The tomatoes had a minor resurgence 
during that hot spell last week, so that's good news. 

  

Mini: potatoes, eggplant, peppers, kale, bok choy, arugula, tomatoes 

Regular: potatoes, beans, peppers, beets, Hakurai turnips, bok choy, arugula, cucuzza 
or Chinese okra, tomatoes 

Robust: potatoes, beans, eggplant, peppers, beets, Hakurai turnips, kale, bok choy, 
arugula, tomatoes, okra, celeriac 

This list, as always, is subject to change as we are packing. 

 
If you have trouble figuring out what you brought home, go ahead and refer to our ID 
That Veggie section of the website. We try to keep it updated with what's available to 
you.  
 
Want to reference a past week's newsletter? Take a look at the newsletter archive. 

NOTES FROM BECKY: 

Featuring Recipe Resources 

This is my fourth year of writing CSA emails and, as you can imagine, I've compiled a list 
of favorite and go-to resources for the recipes I share with you. Don't get me wrong, 
sometimes I just type the vegetable + recipe into a Google search and parse through 
what it finds, but often I start with this list of favorite blogs and books and work from 
there.  



 
BLOGS 
I keep track of my blogs using Bloglines--a blog reader where I can organize my too-
many favorite blogs by subject and then read new posts in one place. I've also heard 
good things about Blog Lovin'.  
 
101 Cookbooks 
Heidi Swanson, author of 101 Cookbooks, is also the author of two natural, whole foods 
cookbooks. Her focus is vegetarian recipes. Search  by key ingredient or category. 
http://www.101cookbooks.com/index.html 
 
Dishing up the Dirt 
This is a great farm blog written by a passionate, new farmer and a passionate cook. Her 
recipes are seasonal, relevant, and delicious. 
http://dishingupthedirt.com/ 
 
Nourished Kitchen 
Real food, traditional recipes, searchable by category or key ingredient… what more 
could you want?  
http://nourishedkitchen.com/recipe-index/ 
  
Smitten Kitchen 
Though her recipes are not necessarily seasonal, Smitten Kitchen has some fantastic, 
creative recipes for both the cook and the baker. You can search on key ingredient to 
easily find recipes.  
http://smittenkitchen.com/ 
 
Stone Soup 
Food blog that focuses upon healthy, 5-ingredient meals. I especially love this fantastic 
post of 50 healthy, 10-minute meals 
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2011/06/50-healthy-10-minute-meals/ 
 
Tasty Kitchen 
An offshoot of Pioneer Woman, this blog is full of delicious, reader-submitted recipes 
and is easily searchable by key ingredient.  
http://tastykitchen.com/ 
 
David Lebovitz 
An American living in Paris, David Lebovitz has wonderful, creative recipes, often with 
an ethnic twist. Sometimes they're complicated--more weekend than weeknight recipes--
but they're always worth it. 
http://www.davidlebovitz.com/ 
 
Sprouted Kitchen 
Healthy, whole food, accessible, creative recipes. I love this blog.  
http://www.sproutedkitchen.com/ 
 
Joy the Baker 
Joy is all over the place with her recipes--fun sandwiches, salads, baked goods. Her 
writing style is very relaxed and fun, and her recipes often easy for any night of the 



week.  
http://joythebaker.com/ 

  

BOOKS 
Super Natural Cooking 
A vegetarian cookbook by Heidi Swanson of the blog 101 Cookbooks. Her recipes are of 
the beautiful, delicious, nourishing, creative enough to be interesting without being 
overwhelming, whole-food variety.  
 
Greens Glorious Greens 
By Johanna Albi and Catherine Walthers. This is my go-to for greens information and 
recipes. It gives wonderful descriptions about the flavors and textures of greens as well 
as simple ways to cook them to bring out their best flavor and nutrition. 
 
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook 
Deb Perelman focuses on simple, creative family meals. Her recipes are easy enough 
for a weeknight, but creative enough to keep you interested. 
 
The Cooks Illustrated Cookbook 
I love a cookbook that gives me the whys. This is an excellent resource that tells you 
how to cook something, why it's best cooked that way, and then gives a bevy of recipes 
to choose from. I use it as a reference as often as I use it for its recipes.  
 
Jerusalem 
Or really, anything by Yotam Ottolenghi. This is a book you will become obsessed with. 
The recipes are fresh, creative (yet familiar), and delicious. The pictures are gorgeous. 
Be prepared to fall in love.  
 
The Art of Simple Foods 
This classic by Alice Waters focuses on fresh, seasonal ingredients. She gives fabulous 
descriptions of individual ingredients, talks about building a pantry and what equipment 
you may want, and takes you from the idea of eating fresh, local food to the reality of 
having it on your plate. A wonderful resource.  
 
Enjoy!! 

 


